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Abstract. Migrating business applications to cloud can be costly, labor-
intensive, and error-prone due to the complexity of business applications, the 
constraints of the clouds, and the limitations of existing migration techniques 
provided by migration service vendors. However, the emerging software-as-a-
service offering model of migration services makes it possible to combine 
multiple migration services for a single migration task. In this paper, we 
propose a novel migration service composition approach to achieve a cost-
effective migration solution. In particular, we first formalize the migration 
service composition problem into an optimization model. Then, we present an 
algorithm to determine the optimal composition solution for a given migration 
task. Finally, using synthetic trace driven simulations, we validate the 
effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed optimization model and algorithm.  
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1 Introduction 

The increasingly wide adoption of cloud computing has witnessed huge demands for 
migrating business applications to cloud. In 2012, IDC reported that more than 50% 
of European larger companies stated that they have a strategy for IT infrastructure 
refactoring to benefit from cloud economics, of which the cloud migration investment 
is forecast to grow at 30.6% Compound Annual Growth Rate in the next 5 years [1]. 

In response to the huge migration demands, many migration service vendors have 
emerged to offer diverse migration services. They can be categorized into three major 
types: image-based migration, application-centric migration, and migration to 
virtualized containers. The image-based migration technique, such as Racemi® [2] 
and CohesiveFT [3], converts source serves into virtual images and imports them into 
target cloud after necessary adjustments. Application-centric migration, such as 
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AppZero [4] and CliQrTM [5], provisions a new application deployment environment 
on the target by extracting and migrating the application artifacts, configurations, and 
resources from the source. The migration to virtualized containers method, such as 
Ravello [6] and CohesiveFT Software Defined Networking [3], migrates the source 
VM without any modification to run in a virtualized container inside the target cloud.  

However, migrating business applications to cloud is considered costly, labor-
intensive, and error-prone due to the complexity of the applications, the constraints of 
the clouds, and the limitations of existing migration techniques provided by migration 
service vendors[7]. It is extremely difficult or even impossible for single vendor to 
migrate a complex application entirely on its own. Fortunately, the emerging 
software-as-a-service model makes it possible to combine multiple migration services 
to accomplish a single migration task. By consolidating the diverse migration 
capabilities provided by multiple vendors, a more comprehensive and flexible 
migration service can be provided. For example, Racemi® can provide server 
migration services to the IBM® SmartCloud® Enterprise (SCE)[8] but cannot 
remediate middleware and application configurations (e.g. hostname, IP address) after 
migration; whereas the CohesiveFT can close the gap with the network virtualization 
service. As can be seen, the application can be successfully migrated to IBM® SCE 
by composing the services provided by the two vendors. 

In this paper, we propose a novel service composition approach to provide an 
application migration solution with a wide-spectrum of capabilities, by consolidating 
diverse migration techniques offered by different vendors. The main contributions of 
the paper are two-fold: 1) We formalize the migration service composition problem 
into an optimization model; 2) We provide an algorithm to solve the optimization 
problem and validate it using simulations.  

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the 
modeling of the basic concepts and the problem. The matching and optimization 
algorithm is presents in Section 3 and evaluated in Section 4. Section 5 investigates 
related work. Section 6 concludes the paper and discusses the future works. 

2 Problem Definition and Modeling 

In migration context, a business application can be modeled as state with a hierarchy 
of components with valued configuration attributes and interdependencies. The 
problem of determining an optimal cost-effective migration solution can be 
considered as a state transition problem, aiming to find an optimal subset of vendor 
services and their operation sequence so that they can collaboratively transform the 
application from its initial state to a cloud-acceptable state. 

2.1 Problem Definition 

In this section, we consider scenarios where applications are migrated into a single 
given cloud and formalize the basic concepts as follows. 
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1 2( , ,..., )kc a a a : denotes an application component which can be migrated 

separately as an individual unit, where , {1,..., }ia i k∀ ∈  are the detailed configuration 

attributes attached to the component. 

1 1 2 2( , ,..., )k kc a x a x a x= = = : denotes an instance of component c in which 

, {1,..., }ia i k∀ ∈  have been set with specific values. 

1 2{ , ,..., }lC c c c= : denotes all the components to be migrated in the application.   
* *( ) ( , )S C C D=  : denotes a state of a set of application components *C C⊆ . 

* * * *
1 2{ , ,..., }gC c c c=    , which represents an instance of this set of components where 

each component is attached with valued configuration attributes. 
{( , ,{ . . })}from to from x to yD type c c c a c a= → → , which denotes the dependency relations 

between components. The first parameter indicates the dependency type, e.g., runsOn, 
connectsTo, includes, etc. The second parameter indicates the two components related 
to this dependency. The last parameter indicates the detailed mapping relations 
between the attributes of the corresponding components, if any.  

Based on above definition, the problem-specific concepts are formalized as below: 

( ) ( , )ini ini iniS C C D=  : denotes the initial state of the application to be migrated. 
1 2( ) { ( ), ( ),..., ( )}k

tgt tgt tgt tgtC S C S C S C=S : denotes a collection of all possible 

acceptable target states of the application in the cloud, where ( ) ( , )i i i
tgt tgt tgtS C C D=  is 

an individual state in it. 

1 2[ , ,..., ]nV v v v= : denotes a collection of migration services provides by vendors.  

1 2[ , ,..., ]nM M M=M : denotes vendors’ migration capability. More specifically, 

the capability of each vendor ( )jv V∈  is represented by its enabled state transition 

( ( ), ( ), ( ))cond cond in mig out mig
j j j j j j jM S C S C S C= , where mig

jC  is the component to be 

migrated by jv , ( )in mig
j jS C   and ( )out mig

j jS C  are the input and output states of 
mig

jC , respectively, while ( )cond cond
j jS C  is the requirements imposed by jv  as 

prerequisites on components other than ( )mig cond
j jC C≠ .  Note that a vendor can be 

matched to multiple components within single migration task. For example, a vendor 
which performs server-based migration may possibly be mapped to two separate 
servers (regarded as different components), respectively.  

1 2[ ( ), ( ),..., ( )]nCost v Cost v Cost v=Cost : denotes vendor-specific functions for 

calculating migration cost, which are specific to the number of migrated components 
plus operational cost. 

1 2[ ( ), ( ),..., ( )]nH v H v H v=H : denotes the quantified measurement of human 

efforts required by vendor services per usage based on historical experiences. 

1 2[ ( ), ( ),..., ( )]nT v T v T v=T : denotes the predicted time consumed by each vendor 

to perform migration per usage based on benchmark. 

maxH : denotes the maximal human effort acceptable for application migration 

maxT : denotes the maximal migration time acceptable for application migration  
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( , )=G N E : is a directed acyclic graph which denotes a migration solution.   

1 1 2 2[ , ,..., ]n nN v N v N v=N  is a set of nodes, i.e., a repetitive set of vendors which are 

selected to collaboratively accomplish the migration task, {0,1,..., }iN n∈ . 

,{( , , )}x y x yv v P=E  is a set of edges, i.e., directed links (e.g., from xv  to yv ) 

representing their precedent order in migration, and context information ,x yP .  

2.2 Problem Modeling 

The objective of the migration problem is to determine an optimal migration solution 
denoted as a graph G  which minimizes the overall migration and time-framed 
operational cost under user specified constrains on time and human efforts. The 
optimization problem is formally formulized as follows: 

1

arg min ( )
n

i i
i

N Cost v
=


G

                                       (1) 

. .   ( ( ), ( ), , ) 1ini tgts t f S C C =S M G                                    (2) 

max
1

( )
n

i i
i

N H v H
=

≤                                          (3) 

max max( , )t T≤G T                                            (4) 

In Eq (2), 1f =  if and only if G  is a feasible migration solution, i.e., it is able to 

transform application state from iniS  to an acceptable target state in tgtS , by 

collaboratively utilizing vendors’ migration capability represented by M . In Eq (4), 

max ( , )t G T  is the maximum migration time for solution G  estimated based on T . 

3 The Algorithm 

The migration problem defined in the last section can be reduced to the Subset Sum 
problem with exponential set size which is proved to be NP-Hard. In this paper, we 
propose an algorithm based on A-star algorithm with effective pruning strategies to 
significantly reduce the solution space.  

Firstly, we will introduce how to calculate Lower-Bound of Potential Cost (LBPC) 
for each intermediate state. In particular, given any intermediate state S  and a target 

state i
tgtS , the corresponding LBPC is calculated as the maximum LBPC estimated for 

each attribute of each component of the given application. Suppose A  is a set of all 
attributes of the application, ( )x a  and ( )tgtx a  are the current and target values of 

( )a A ∈  specified in ( )S C  and ( )i
tgtS C , respectively. We define: 

* *( ( ), ( )) max ( : )i
tgt tgt

a A
Cost S C S C Cost a x x

∈
= →                         (5) 

where *( ( ) ( ))tgtCost x a x a→  is the estimated LBPC for transforming the value of a 

single attribute a  into a given target value, which can be further calculated as the  
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minimum value among the minimal cost of value-change achieved directly by a single 
vendor, and minimal cost achieved by multiple vendors. 

* ( : ) min( ( : ), ( : ))tgt idc tgt dc tgtCost a x x Cost a x x Cost a x x→ = → →                (6) 

idcCost  contains at least two parts, the minimal cost for any vendor that accepts the 
given attribute value, and the minimal cost for any vendor that can transform the 
attribute into target value.  

( )idc fromX toTgtCost a Cost Cost= +                                  (7) 

For the value-change performed by single vendor, the LBPC is the minimal cost of 
all vendors that enables the value-change, i.e., 

( ) min{ ( ) |  enables }dc tgtCost a Cost v v a : x x= →                 (8) 

Also ),(* i
tgtSSCost  should be set ∞+  when any target value is unreachable. 

The input are the initial and target states: iniS and tgtS , registered vendors 

V represented with ( , , , )M Cost H T , and user specified constraints: maxH and maxT . 

The output is the ( , )=G N E  as defined above. The detail procedure is as follows. 

(1) Preprocessing stage 
1 Identify all cloud-compatible target states tgtS  and filter vendors 

2 Calculate *( , )i
ini tgtCost S S  for each i

tgt tgtS ∈S  

3 */ { | ( , ) }i i i
tgt tgt tgt tgt tgt ini tgtS S Cost S S← ∈ ∧ = +∞S S S // Remove unreachable state 

 // Heuristic 1: preordering and pruning target states

4 Sort the target states of tgtS  in ascending order according to *( , )i
ini tgtCost S S  

(2) Iteration stage 
5 FOR the first element i

tgtS  of sorted tgtS elements // get target states in order 

6 Initialize { }iniOL S← , CL ← ∅ , ( ) 0iniCost S ← , SFB ← +∞ , ( )iniG S ← ∅  

7 IF OL = ∅ , CONTINUE // this target state has been fully exploited 

8 S ← Get the first element of OL  

9 / { }OL OL S← , { }CL CL S← ∪ // Move S  from OL  to CL  

10 FOR each vendor ( )jv V∈  

11 IF mig
jC  cannot be tackled individually, CONTINUE // try next vendor 

12 IF S  does not support ( )cond cond
j jS C  or ( )in mig

j jS C ,CONTINUE // try next vendor 

13 ' jM
S S←⎯⎯  // generate new state from current state by jv  

 // Initialize 'S ’s cost and corresponding (partial) solution as S ’s duplicate 

14 ( ') ( )S S←G G , ( ') ( ) ( )jCost S Cost S Cost v← +  

 // Heuristic 2: pruning recurring ineffective states

15 IF ' ( ) ( ')e e eS OL CL S S Cost S Cost S∃ ∈ ∪ ∧ = ∧ ≤ ,CONTINUE // try next vendor 

16       Calculate *( ', )tgtCost S S  

       // Heuristic 3: pruning by so-far-the-lowest feasible cost as upper-bound 

17  IF *( ') ( ', )tgtCost S Cost S S SFB+ ≥  , CONTINUE // try next vendor 

  // Build corresponding solution of 'S , i.e., (partial) solution from iniS  to 'S  
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18  ( ') ( ') { }jS S v← ∪N N  // add jv  into ( ')SG ’s node set 

19  /i oV ← Find the vendors directly support ( )in mig
j jS C  in jv ’s matching with S  

20  FOR each /i o
xv V∈  

21          ( ') ( ') {( , )}j xS S v v← ∪E E  //  Add link to ( ')SG ’s edge set 

22          ,{ / ,( , ), }G G j x x jC C I O v v S← ∪ // Add to Global Context 

  // ,x jS  is a mediating state between xv  and jv , satisfying 

,( ( ))out in mig
x j x j jS S S C⊆ ∩ ∧

/ /
, ,( ) ( )

i o i o
x x

in
x j j x j

v V v V

S S S
∈ ∈

= ∧ = ∅   

  END FOR 

23  cV ← Find the vendors directly support ( )cond cond
j jS C  in jv ’s matching with S  

24  FOR each c
yv V∈  

25  IF ( , ) ( ')j yv v S∉ E  , ( ') ( ') {( , )}j yS S v v← ∪E E  

  END FOR 

26  FOR each ( , ,{ . . })from to from x to yd type c c c a c a= → → D∈  

27           IF { | } { | }mig mig
x f rom x y f rom yv C C v C C′ ′⊆ ≠ ⊆ , , ( ')x yv v S∈ N  

28                 ( ') ( ') {( , )}x yS S v v← ∪E E  

29  { ,( , ), }G G x yC C dependency v v d← ∪  

  END FOR/* End of solution building */

30  IF ' tgtS S=  // have reached the target state 

31  ( ')SFB Cost S←  // now there must be *( ', ) 0tgtCost S S =  

32  ( ')S←G G  // this solution is currently the best 

  CONTINUE //try next vendor

33  { '}OL OL S← ∪ // Insert 'S  to OL , make sure it is still sorted after insertion 

  CONTINUE //try next vendor

  END FOR 

 END FOR

34 RETURN SFB  and G  // when all target states have been explored 

4 Implementation and Evaluation 

In this section, we validated our approach via synthetic trace driven simulations. The 
settings of key parameters are shown in Table 1. Based on the parameter settings, we 
randomly generated a cloud profile from which two target states are identified. We 
evaluated the performance of the algorithm in term of computation time consumed to 
obtain the optimal solution under different conditions. 

Table 1. Parameter settings for performance evaluation 

Type Parameter (range of) value 
variable # of heterogeneous servers per application (NoHS) 1~16 
variable # of components per server (NoC) 6~14 
variable # of vendors per component type (NoV)  5, 10, 15 
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Fig.1(a) shows the computation time of the algorithm with respect to NoHS and 
NoV, under NoC=10. As can be seen, by adopting multiple effective pruning 
strategies, the computation time of the algorithm is controlled within a reasonable 
scale. Although the increasing speed of computation time tends to increase as scale of 
the synthetic trace grows, the algorithm is proved to be able to handle scenarios with a 
sufficiently large problem scale efficiently, i.e., 15*(1+12+12*10)=1995 vendors 
when NoV=15, which is far more than existing vendors in realistic market. Under this 
large scale scenario, our algorithm managed to find the optimal composition solution 
within 25 minutes. This performance is apparently affordable in practical uses, given 
that a real migration planning could usually take several hours or even days. 

Fig.1(b) shows the computation time with respect to NoC and NoV, where NoHS is 
set to 10. The results show that the computation time with respect to NoC increases 
much slower than that w.r.t NoHS. Within certain scope, the curves are nearly linear, 
e.g., when NoC varying between 8 and 12 with NoV =15, and NoC varying between 
10 and 14 with NoV =10. These results reveal the fact that NoHS is inherently more 
influential to the performance of the algorithm, since each new heterogeneous server 
is likely to bring much more new types of intra-server components, which further 
increases the complexity of the problem. 
 

          
(a) computation time w.r.t. NoHS and NoV          (b) computation time w.r.t. NoC and NoV 

Fig. 1. Algorithm performance w.r.t. NoHS, NoC and NoV 

Based on the above performance analysis with the simulated representative 
synthetic data, we can conclude that the optimization model and algorithm are both 
effective and efficient to be applied in the real business application migration cases.   

5 Related Work 

Migrating application to cloud has been widely studied from different perspectives, 
which include frameworks and tools for migration execution [9], toolkits and models 
to support decision making of migration feasibility [10], frameworks for target cloud 
selection [11], techniques to discover application configuration for migration [12], 
and etc. Specifically, in [9] the authors introduced the Darwin framework which 
integrates set of tools that can enable smooth workload migration to cloud or non-
cloud environment. In [10], the authors proposed Cloud Transformation Advisor 
which recommends an optimal application transformation solution based on 
transforming patterns definition. However, all of these works only focused on 
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particular application types, software stacks or target clouds and are hardly applied in 
migrating applications with complicated topologies and software stacks individually. 

Though service composition has been widely studied in services computing, being 
orthogonal with these existing works, in this paper, we apply service composition to 
solve the realistic and urgent challenges in cloud migration. To our best knowledge, 
this is the first work proposing to solve the cloud migration problem by consolidating 
different vendor services. 

6 Conclusion and Future Work 

In this paper, we presented a novel service composition based approach for business 
application migration to cloud to accomplish the complicated migration tasks at lower 
cost, which consolidates diverse capabilities offered by different migration vendors. 
By capturing and formalizing the key concepts involved in cloud migration, we 
formally modeled the problem and provided an efficient algorithm to solve its optimal 
problem. Through synthetic trace driven simulations, the effectiveness and efficiency 
of the modeling and algorithm have been validated. Besides the cost issue during 
consolidating vendor services, we plan to conduct more factors such as network 
performance and user preference in the future.  
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